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A Letter From the President

Wayne Crowder
Fellow ISTD

Dear Member;

I am pleased to announce the USISTD Congress, 
Sunday October 27, 2013.  We will be combining 
the Congress with the New Jersey State Open 
Championship, in Atlantic City, New Jersey.   The 
members of the National Committee are working closely 
with Tom Rzepnicki, the organizer of that competition 
and a member of the USISTD.  We are in the final stages 
of planning at this time.  So look for further information 
via emails or our website www.usistd.org in the near future.  If you would like to 
help with this project, please email the National Committee at contact@usistd.org.  

Every three years, in accordance with the USISTD Constitution and By Laws, 
the National Committee appoints two members to serve on the Board of Trustees.  
The remaining three members are elected by the membership at large.  This year the 
National Committee has appointed Peter Eggleton and Judi Hatton to serve in this 
capacity.  They both have done an excellent job in the past, and we look forward to 
working with them in the future.  The next Board of Trustees election will be in the 
spring of 2014.

I encourage you to get involved in the USISTD. By participating as an officer, or 
serving on one of the many sub-committees; or simply participating in a Congress, 
Seminar, or Workshop; you will be able to find support and help from others to reach 
your professional goals.  Membership in the USISTD has been, and continues to be 
synonymous with teaching excellence throughout the world.

Get involved!  See what the USISTD can do for you!  
 
Sincerely;
Wayne Crowder
President, USISTD
president@usistd.org
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A Letter From the Editor

Daphne Cunliffe
Fellow ISTD

On The Lesson
Enjoy the Process

Dear Readers, 
We have a wonderful summer issue for you. 

It has a little of everything; a great Viennese waltz 
amalgamation, advice on teaching, a description on 
how to put on a Medal Test Ball, an article on com-
petitive Latin dancing, and much more. This is also a 
transitional issue since I am passing the reins of edit-
ing Topline to Catherine Noblitt and Paula Iacono. 
All photos and other information that you wish to 
put in the Topline should now be sent to Paula at 
paula1@live.com  I hope you enjoy the issue. 

 Daphne

“You have to enjoy the process” – that’s what I always tell students when they 
start their dance lesson.  There is the process for the student and the process for the 
teacher, and both are equally important. 

For the student, enjoying the process means not worrying about the end product.  
It takes many years to learn how to dance well.  The lessons have to be fun at the 
present moment and there shouldn’t be anxiety about future dancing goals. The 
process for the student is easier to manage because we, as teachers, have procedures, 
syllabi, activities, events and other tools to help guide our student through the 
process of learning to dance. 

The process for the teacher is more tricky.  Teacher training is the tool by which 
we learn the process of teaching, but most often teachers become preoccupied with 
the business of making their studio successful – training staff (that may or may not 
stay), and teaching as many lessons as possible to pay the bills.  Training is too often 
put on the back burner.  This is very damaging to the development process of the 
teacher becoming a better teacher.

Most teachers feel compelled to teach as much as they can, feeling lucky 
they have the opportunity – so they put additional training on hold and are doing 
themselves a disservice. Teaching six to eight hours every day puts a strain on any 
dance teacher physically. The wear and tear on the body from managing students’ 
body weight can develop into foot and knee problems.  Psychologically, the 
continual flow of energy to the student that is part of good teaching drains the teacher 
of enthusiasm. Taking the time to treat yourself to your own dance training helps 
alleviate many problems and is therapeutic.

If you tell your students that you take training on a regular basis and actually 
discuss what you are learning or what exam you are working toward, they will have 

Membership Director
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Do you have photos from 
medal tests, examinations 
or competitions that have 

taken place at your studio?

Send them to 
TOPLINE 

for publication!
Send photos to

Daphne Cunliffe, Editor
11 Washington Valley Rd., 
Morristown, NJ 07960 or
email electronic files to

Daphne.Cunliffe@gmail.com
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added respect for you as a teacher.  In my experience, students have told me that they 
prefer to train with a teacher who continues to study and learn.  Practicing your new 
material with your student engages them in your process. Let’s say, for example, you 
are working on your American Rhythm Licentiate exam.  If you tell a few of your 
students what you are planning, most likely they will become quite excited for you 
and want to help you with the task of learning and analyzing the material. 

This is the key to keeping students for a very long time.  If you involve them 
in your process of improving as a teacher, they will become more involved and 
connected with you as a teacher.  The students feel they are helping and it gives them 
greater purpose.  You both identify as students, thereby opening up discussions on 
theory and application. It keeps you fresh and updated as a teaching professional and 
reminds you what it feels like to be a student, making you a more sympathetic and 
better teacher.          – Daphne Cunliffe
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On The Cover...

Nazar Norov and Irina Kudryashova
Professional Ballroom Dancers

Nazar and Irina started to dance at the age of five in Siberia, 
Russia. They started competing at the age of six at the various Danc-
esport Championships in Krasnoyarsk region, throughout Russia and 
internationally, winning numerous prestigious titles. After relocating 
to Florida in 2007 they turned professional and continued their com-
petitive career.  They currently are 2010 United States National Rising 
Star Professional International Latin Bronze Medalists, 2010 North 
American Dancesport Rising Star Champions, 2010 Grand National 
Champions, 2010 The Ohio Star Ball Rising Star Champions, 2011 
Wisconsin State Dancesport Champions, 2011 Southern States Danc-
esport Champions and winners and finalists of many prestigious events 
around the country from Los Angeles to Miami. 

Nazar and Irina are the coaches for many great dancers in Russia 
and the United States. Among their students there are National and 
World Pro-Am Champions,  Finalists of the British Open Champion-
ships and Italian Open Championships, members of the United States 
Team.

Nazar is a proud member of the Imperial Society of Teachers of 
Dancing. He successfully passed his examination with a “highly com-
mended” score and is proud to be the only ISTD member in Naples 
and just one of few in Southwest Florida.
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Sherry Novak
Fellow &

Examiner ISTD

Dance is like the 
Big Bang Theory

“Waltz is like floating on a cloud,” one of my 
coaches used to say. She taught motion in poetry with 
simile and metaphor. “When the lady dances a fallaway 
reverse slip pivot, she lays her head on a pillow, lifts 
and allows her partner to sweep her into the spiral 

motion.” 
 Word-pictures can sometimes accelerate learning. In my first lessons in 

London I heard foxtrot described as a Rolls-Royce action. What a perfect image, and 
so British. A famous Blackpool champion referred to a good lady dancer as a ghost 
in a skirt. I know what he meant but the analogy didn’t help me, it just gave me the 
creeps. Dance tango as if you’re wearing lead boots and have a flatiron on your head. 
That helped with the staccato timing but I might have grown a couple inches taller 
without that weight on my head. 

 On the negative side of metaphor, it’s not good to be a Mack truck, a 
clinging vine or a noodle. You certainly don’t want to have feet like kippers. A 
fellow once said a lady he had partnered for foxtrot felt like a “dead woman on roller 
skates.” I think I can speak for all of us who lead a lot, the roller skates would be 
welcome.

 I think dancing is learned in three main ways; visually, analytically and 
through feeling. Simile and metaphor are feeling without touch, pictures with words. 
Teaching with all three methods allows the transfer of more ideas to a wider group 
of learning personalities. Ideally, we should encourage our students to be more well-
rounded learners as well.

 From time to time I teach at Caltech in Pasadena, California. They are 
wonderful young people, some of the best brains in the country or the world perhaps. 
But just like Sheldon and Leonard in my favorite TV show, they approach ballroom 
dance the same way they would putting a man on the moon. 

 After a session in waltz, toe-knee-heel, release the lateral swing, sway to the 
inside of the turn, a young man said “I think I’ve got it.” He went on to extrapolate 
on the variable decaying arc of the x-axis of an exponential curve, or something like 
that. 

 Dance is like the Big Bang Theory. 
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Amalgamation

Phillip Stephens
 Fellow & Examiner 

ISTD

Viennese Waltz  
A 24-bar Amalgamation presented by 

Phillip Stephens, Fellow and Examiner, ISTD

This amalgamation incorporates elements from the 
Bronze and Silver USISTD Viennese Waltz and also 
includes variations appropriate for Silver-level dancers.  
While not as detailed as a charted step, I think you’ll find 
it fairly easy to follow and dance.  As styling is a matter of 
personal taste and interpretation, I leave that aspect of the 

amalgamation to the individual dancers.  Enjoy!

Bars 1-4: Commence facing LOD and dance 1-3 of Left Cross Turn into a 
Cross Body Lead on 4-6.  Man will run 3 steps fwd (LRL) as Lady dances a Reverse 
Underarm Pivot turn (RF bk and pivot ½ to L, LF fwd and pivot ½ to L, RF bk), then 
RF (Lady LF) back to end to side (Man turns ¼ to R, Lady turns ¼ to L to end in 
Left Side Position facing wall).  These are bars/measures 1-4 of the Left Underarm 
Turn to In and Out Hesitations (Step 10, Bronze USISTD Viennese Waltz)

Bar 5: Man: Side on LF on 1, hold count 2, swivel 1/8 to R, closing RF to LF 
and gain 2-hand hold on 3.  Lady:  RF fwd and commence turning to R on 1, hold 
count 2, then LF side and slightly back on 3, turning 3/8 to R over these 3 counts.  

Bar 6: Man: LF fwd toward Lady’s L side on 1 and hold 2.3 (Hesitation).  Lady: 
RF back on 1 and develope LF on 2.3.  

Bar 7: Man: RF back and commence to turn L on 1, hold count 2, LF side and 
slightly fwd on 3, turning ¼ to L over counts 1-3.  Lady: LF fwd and commence to 
turn L, hold count 2, RF side and slightly back on 3, turning ¼ to L over counts 1-3.  

Bar 8: Man: RF fwd toward Lady’s R side on 1, then holds 2.3 (Hesitation).  
Lady: LF back on 1, develope RF on 2.3

Bars 9 & 10: Man: LF back into Hesitation (1.2.3), then RF side into Hesitation 
(1.2.3), ending in Left Side Position. (Lead by releasing hold with R hand and taking 
joined hands over own head to pass Lady behind back and to L side.) Lady: 6 steps 
fwd (RLR, LRL), circling behind Man’s back to end in Left Side, facing LOD.
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Bars 11-14: Man: LF fwd, RF diagonally fwd, close LF to RF, turning 1/8 to 
L to end in Open Counter Promenade Position. Joined hands extended to L side, R 
hand palm to palm with Lady’s L hand. Lady: RF fwd, LF diagonally fwd, close 
RF to LF, turning 1/8 to R.  Man: Releasing contact with R hand, take joined hands 
fwd down the LOD while turning to R, RF fwd, LF diagonally fwd, turning 1/4 to 
R to end in Inverted Counter Promenade Position, Man facing DW. Lady: Turning 
to L, LF fwd, RF diagonally fwd, close LF to RF turning 1/4 to L to end in Inverted 
Counter Promenade Position, Lady facing DC.  Repeat the previous 6 steps, 1.2.3, 
4.5.6. 

Bars 15 & 16: Man: LF fwd, turning to L, into 1/3 of Left Cross Turn ended 
backing LOD and regaining normal hold. Lady: RF fwd, LF to side and slightly fwd, 
close RF to LF, turning 1/8 to R to end facing LOD.  Continue with 4-6 of a Left 
Cross Turn.  The preceding 18 steps (bars 11-16) are bars 3-8 of Back to Back Box 
(Step 4, Silver USISTD Viennese Waltz)

Bars 17 – 20: Both: 1-6 of Left Cross Turn and Cross Body Lead.  Man: LF 
fwd into a “fan”, turning 1/2 to L and keeping RF extended diagonally back while 
holding 2.3.  Lady: RF back into a pivot, turning 1/2 to left and circling LF outward, 
then backward on 2, then kick LF fwd on 3, foot about 6 inches off of floor.  Man: 
RF back with R side leading on 1, raise L leg with knee straight and LF about 6-8 
inches off of floor on 2, hold position on 3.  Lady: LF fwd with L side leading on 
Man’s R side on 1, raise R leg with knee straight and RF about 6-8 inches off of floor 
on 2, hold position on 3.  

Bars 21 & 22: Man: LF back in CBMP, backing LOD, on 1, turn 1/8 to R to end 
backing DW and “fan” RF out to R side on 2, hold 3.  Lady: RF fwd in CBMP and 
Outside Partner, facing LOD, on 1, turn 1/8 to R to end facing DW and “fan” LF out 
to L side on 2, hold 3. Man: RF back in CBMP, backing DW, on 1, turn 1/4 to L to 
end backing DC and “fan” LF out to L side on 2, hold 3.  Lady: LF fwd in CBMP, 
Outside Partner on Left Side, facing DW, on 1, turn 1/4 to L to end facing DC and 
“fan” RF out to R side on 2, hold 3.  

Bars 23 & 24: Man: Turning 1/2 to R over 1-3 to end facing DC and turning 
Lady Underarm to her R, LF back in CBMP on 1, RF to side on 2, close LF to RF on 
3.  Lady: Turning 1 & 1/2 turns Underarm to R to end backing DC, RF fwd in CBMP 
and Outside Partner on 1, LF back on 2, RF fwd on 3.  Man: Turning 1/8 to R and 
regaining normal hold over 1/3, RF fwd on 1, LF diagonally fwd on 2, cross RF bhd 
LF (Lock) on 3 to end facing LOD.  Lady: Turning 1/8 to R, LF back and slightly 
leftwards on 1, RF back on 2, cross LF in front of RF (lock) on 3.
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Exam Sessions April 13 & 14 hosted by 
Daphne Cunliffe in Morristown, NJ

Daphne Cunliffe, Kamil 
Rogowski and Cher 
Rutherford. Kamil took 
the American Rhythm 
Associate test.

Daphne Cunliffe, Anna Akarman and partner, and Cher 
Rutherford. Anna took the American Rhythm Associate test.

Helena Kostia, Brian Wells and 
Miriam Ellis. Brian took the As-
sociate Standard test, partnered 
by Helena.
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Miriam Ellis, Sharon Pekkarinen and partner Ross, Cher 
Rutherford and Daphne Cunliffe. Sharon took both the 
American Rhythm Fellowship and the American Smooth 
Fellow test.

Rita Wade, Daphne Cunliffe, Josh Belverio and Kamil Rogowski. Rita 
took the American Rhythm Associate test, Josh took the American Rhythm 
Licentiate test and Daphne took the American Rhythm Fellow test.

Teresa Krueger and Daphne Cunliffe.
Teresa took the American Ballroom 
Associate test.
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Sophie Idromenos
Associate USISTD

Dancing 
Argentine Tango 

with a 
World Champion

On Thursday, February 28, 2013 I had the privilege of dancing with Hugo Mas-
trolorenzo, a World Champion in Argentine Tango. Never having danced together 
before, it took us most of the tanada to learn how we each move, but that last dance 
was perfect. This was an unparalleled experience.

Hugo challenged my stereotype of a World Champion in Tango. You would ex-
pect a champion dancer to throw “fancy moves” like boleos, ganchos, volcadas, and 
paradas/passadas. The beauty of his movement was not in the complexity, but rather 
in the simplicity. He placed a focus on the quality of movement, and varied both size 
and timing of steps to create light and shade.

Although it looks simple it is not “easy” to execute, as mastery of the Tango 
Walk can take years; similar to learning the Rumba 
Walk in International Latin. I appreciated this style, as 
this is what I emphasize to my students. I often say to 
students that dancing beautiful basics makes you look 
like an advanced dancer, whereas dancing a hodgepodge 
of “fancy” moves does the opposite.

Dance was never meant to be about how many 
steps I can “cram” into a song, but rather how can I take 
what I hear and translate that into movement. I tell my 
students that someone watching without listening to the 
music, should be able to see what the music sounds like 
by your movement. Dance teachers often say “feel the 
music,” but no one seems to know what that means. For 
me, it means turn off your inner critic, stop worrying 
about what the next move is, and surrender yourself to 
the dance. 

Hugo gave himself to the dance; there was no piece 
of him that was held back. That in turn compelled me 
to give myself as well. This is what made dancing with 
him a magical experience.

Hugo Mastrolorenzo, a World 
Champion in Argentine Tango 
and me dancing together.
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Social Graces

Cher Rutherford
Fellow &

Examiner ISTD

A Ballroom Etiquette Column

 Don’t be caught repeating gossip…make sure people listen to you the 
first time!

It was told to me by a competition goer that a male competitor was really 
not using good floor craft on purpose.  Blocking other dancers intentionally, 
combined with a sarcastic attitude was included in the information given to 
me.  Also reported was the unpleasant payback for the poor sportsmanship.

The male competitor returned to the area where he had placed his dance 
gear, shoes, etc. after some heats only to discover that the items were water 
soaked. OOPS!

One unkind gesture should not produce equal rudeness.  So, please don’t 
require a call into Dr. Phil.  Learn to also pack your manners before leaving 
for the next competition.

“Experience teaches only the teachable”
                                                                  — Aldous Huxley
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Johnny Myers
I first met Johnny Myers in the late sixties in New York City. He was a 

passionate young man who, like the few of us at that time had the dance bug for 
learning to teach as well as compete in what was called “The International Style of 
Ballroom Dancing”, currently called “Dancesport”. 

He loved to party as all of us did in those days and helped to bring about the 
atmosphere of camaraderie which we all loved so much and helped get us through 
the early days of little training and few competitions.  He helped to change the 
competition scene from only a few competitions in a year to more and more which 
set the platform for the enormous number of competitions we enjoy today. He was 
one of the independent teachers who helped to support the early organizers of Pro-
Am competitions as well as competing himself with his professional partners Wendy 
Johnson and later Debbie Greene. One of the ways Johnny helped to support the 
early days was to own a ballroom dance studio and run classes, privates lessons and 
practice parties in International style dancing. He would have coaches from England 
at his studio and always made them available for coaching to the other professionals 
in the area. 

In the early eighties Johnny and his partner Debbie worked in my studio called 
“The Studio” in New York City. We had a staff of 22 passionate, artistic dance 
teachers and competitors. He and his partner Debbie fit in, so well, to this group of 
individuals who made the place a collage of characters who were all different but 
because of their love of dance created a family of unity. I used to call the Monday 
night staff meeting a moment in time of “Animal House”. Johnny was one of the 
main cast of characters and helped to make the place unique. 

Finally, Johnny won my friendship with his passion for dance and integrity as a 
human being. We lost touch with each other when he moved back home to Syracuse. 
Learning about his death and being asked to write a small piece about him has 
brought back the fond memories of all the times we shared together.

Good bye my friend
Bill Davies

Johnny Meyers died in May, 2012

In Memoriam
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Chris Thompson 
Licentiate ISTD

The Medal Program 

The Medal Program is a unique and valuable offering 
of the USISTD.  As our members value the prestigious 
credentials they’ve worked to earn through testing, so do 
our students enjoy the challenge, growth and recognition 

afforded to the amateur candidate.  I’ve been offering Medal Testing opportunities 
at my studio twice a year for 8 years, and it has been a hugely successful program 
for me, the teachers and the students.  It is the very glue which unifies my studio.  
Teachers teach, and students dance one syllabus.  They use the same names for 
patterns and a common vocabulary for definitions and explanations.  Students of 
all levels are able to dance together.  Our USISTD syllabi and Medal Test Program 
allow us to offer the very best of what the chain schools do well.

All the tools you’ll need to put on a great event are available for free on the 
USISTD website.  Charts, syllabi, the achievement board, etc… have all been 
carefully designed, along with explanations for best use.  If you don’t have a Medal 
Test brochure for your studio, I highly recommend contacting our publications 
department to receive your free copies.  

Planning a Medal Test event should begin months ahead of time with a sign-up 
board and written explanation of the process and benefits being placed strategically 
in your studio.  I place a photo and bio of the examiner alongside the sign-up board.  
It’s also a good opportunity to display your own certifications at the same time.  On 
occasion, I have chosen to display articles from Topline to pique students’ interest 
and to show the importance of our Society.  But, of course, the most important tool 
for getting students on board with the program is the invitation from their teacher.  

As the test date approaches you’ll see your students focus on details like never 
before.  Just knowing that a USISTD Examiner will be watching them will instill a 
sense of urgency and importance.  Many students double up on lessons to be sure 
they are prepared.  When I began doing Medal Testing in my school we did only 
“pro-am” exams.  But as the students gain confidence and comfort dancing with one 
another, they do more “am-am” testing.  It is a real joy to see one’s fledgling students 
“fly solo”!

The day of the test is filled with nerves, excitement and last minute practices.  
It is gratifying to see the students take this process so seriously.  Each Medal Test 
takes about 2 ½ minutes.  I strongly recommend including a 15-30 minute coaching 
session for each student following their exam.  This way, the Examiner is able to 

Continued on page 18
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elaborate and flesh-out their written comments.  Examiners are extremely positive 
and encouraging to the students, and the students take the comments very seriously. 
(“Why”, I often ask myself, “do they finally hear the Examiner say ‘heel lead’, when 
I’ve been saying it for months”!)

I hold a Medal Ball one month after the Medal Testing.  This is a formal event 
where students receive their certificates and medals.  They also dance, solo or as a 
group, at least one of the dances they tested in.  It’s a great night to include family 
and non-dancing guests, as they see our system of teaching bearing fruit.  Any studio 
which begins a USISTD Medal Program describes it afterwards as “a no brainer”.  
It’s good for the studio, the teachers, and the students.  In addition to, or instead of 
competition, it’s the single best thing you can do to further your students’ progress!

NEWS FLASH • NEWS FLASH • NEWS FLASH

All members are now eligible to purchase
liability insurance from 
K & K Insurance Co. 

visit www.kandkinsurance.com

You may be able to purchase insurance
for less than $150 per year. 

Remember, all independent dance teachers should have
liability insurance to protect themselves.

Continued from page 17
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Medal Ball held on June 8
Vienna, Virginia

On Saturday, May 11th, El-
egant Dancing Studio of Vienna, 
Virginia held it’s semi-annual Medal 
Test event.  It was hosted by Chris 
Thompson and Una Lee, long time 
USISTD members.  The day began 
early for the 20 students testing in 
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nearly 50 individual dances, and for teach-
er, Alex Jacobs, who took his Associate 
Smooth Exam.  Examiner, Lori Woods Gay, 
conducted her usual ‘pitch-perfect” exami-
nations, encouraging, inspiring and educat-
ing our students.  The day was punctuated 
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by her wonderful American 
Rumba workshop, taking 
basic figures and upgrading 
them to the highest level.

On June 8th, Elegant 
dancing hosted a formal 
Medal Ball, where students 
performed some of their med-
al dances and received their 
certificates of achievement 
and medals.  It was a wonder-
ful evening of congratulations 
and pride in each student’s 
accomplishments, made all 
the better by the attendance of 
friends and family.
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  A little over one year ago I took the next step in my dancing career 
and became the owner of the studio that I had been working at for the 
past 7 years. Upon purchasing the studio, as any new owner would, I 
took stock of the strengths and weaknesses of that studio. I had to fig-
ure out what was working and what wasn’t. Although there is no “one 
size fits all” plan for developing a studio I felt that I would like to share 
three things that I feel help make this a successful studio.
1. Keep pricing and packages simple.

The dance industry has unfortunately developed a stereotype image 
akin to that of the shady used car salesman. There are contracts, payment plans, group class 
packages, private lesson/group class combo packages, social dance packages, competition 
packages, exhibition packages... People are often times confused and very wary that they are 
going to become trapped. I have found, in my experience anyway, that simplicity in packaging 
makes students feel like they are being treated fair and square, and also saves time and money 
on complicated sales training with staff. We sell 1, 5, and 10 lesson packages; all of which are 
priced the same per lesson.

2. 45, 50, or 60 minute lessons?
A common practice in the industry nowadays is the idea of the 45-minute hour. This, in my 
opinion, was simply a tricky way of raising prices on students without being obvious. Just as 
inflation degrades the value of a currency, making $1 purchase less than before, dance studios 
have done this through the trick of shortening the lesson. The lesson price didn’t go up, but 
the value of the lesson went down. I believe that 45-minute lessons always put students at a 
disadvantage because once a studio moves in that direction there is no transition time between 
lessons. This inevitably forces teachers to either cut their lessons even shorter than 45 minutes 
or to fall behind in their schedule which would cause them to start all of their subsequent les-
sons late. Both of these outcomes I would deem as both unprofessional and outright disre-
spectful to the student. We teach 50-minute lessons in our studio and spend the transition time 
chatting with our students and greeting our next lessons students. We do this because we enjoy 
our students and don’t mind spending some time chatting outside of their scheduled 50-min-
ute dance lesson, but also because it allows teachers time to use the restroom or grab a drink 
without forcing them to start their next lesson late.

3. Employ a staff that loves teaching as much, if not more, than dancing.
I think this point is self explanatory. Just because someone has a passion for a specific sport, 
hobby, or academic pursuit that alone is not enough to make them a good teacher. Teachers 
have a passion for imparting knowledge and seeing students grow. Exceptional teachers have 
a passion for both dancing and teaching; getting as much, if not more, reward from watching 
their students learn and progress. At competitions I see many teachers who clearly love being 
in the spotlight more than they enjoy highlighting their student. In my humble opinion, these 
teachers have missed the point. We all expect that they, as the professional, can dance well. 
What we want to see is how well they have communicated that knowledge and skill to their 
student. In my studio, I always encourage the love of teaching, which I find is very closely 
affiliated with the love of learning. Many of my pep talks and staff meeting are spent pressing 
this point because I find it to be the most essential part of running a successful business.
Please don’t take this letter as an indictment of any specific person or studio or method of run-
ning a studio. As I stated before, I wished only to share my personal opinion about what I have 
found to work for me in my studio. My goal, both in this paper and as a teacher, is not to tell 
anyone what to do, but to open their eyes to the possibility of what can be done and then help 
then achieve it. 

Creating a Successful Studio

Josh Belverio
Licentiate ISTD
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Ballroom Dance at 
Brigham Young University
History 
  For years Brigham Young University (BYU) offered 
dance classes that included several genres, but with a 
specific focus on social dance. BYU’s dance company didn’t 
exist until 1953 when Alma Heaton joined the faculty as a 

recreation professor. Heaton came to BYU having taught social 
dance for a nationally recognized dance studio, and it seemed 
logical to continue that instruction at the university level. 

Heaton’s work set the stage for BYU to become a leader in ballroom dance.  The 
Ballroom Dance program has been growing ever since and is now the largest 
collegiate dance program in the world.  In 1960 Benjamin F. de Hoyos founded the 
Ballroom Dance Company and was the director for 10 years. Following de Hoyos, 
Roy and June Mavor directed the company from 1970 to 1975 when Emerson Lyman 
and his wife LeGene took the reins. In 1980 Lee Wakefield and his wife Linda began 
directing the company, and continue to do so today.  “BYU was the first university to 
introduce ballroom dance into its curriculum; the school’s involvement in the sport 
stretches back for a long time,” observes Brian McDonald, president of the National 
Dance Council of America, which governs dance competitions in the United States. 
“And now BYU is, without question, the most influential school in the nation in 
terms of identifying ballroom dance as both a sport and a respected curriculum.” 

Instructional Programs
  The ballroom dance instructional program as a whole is divided into two 
parts; the American social style and the International Style.  The social dance side 
focuses on social integration through dance figures.  The majority of ballroom dance 
classes offered at BYU are offered from this style.  This program allows students 
opportunities to be introduced to ballroom dance at a basic level without having to 
involve themselves in the rigors of the International side.  It is common however that 
the students find these classes to be such a fun experience that they find themselves 
exploring other ballroom dance options at the university.   The International style is 
geared more toward competitive elements giving the students multiple opportunities 
to demonstrate what they have learned at all levels of competition.  Both sides offer 
students further opportunities to demonstrate technical achievement in front of 
certified professional judges through a “medals exam”.

Performance Program
  The BYU ballroom program also offers performance opportunities through 
the Ballroom Dance Company. The company focuses mainly on formation 
choreography.  There are five performance teams with five different directors.  These 
teams range from two entry-level teams, an intermediate team, a back-up touring 
team and lastly the BYU Touring Team.  Placement on these teams depends on skill 

Brent Keck
Licentiate ISTD
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development, good academic standing and character.  The first three teams perform 
mainly for local audiences while the back-up tour team travels longer distances.  
Lastly, the BYU touring company travels abroad almost yearly.  Since the inception 
of the program, the company has traveled to many parts of the world performing for 
thousands of spectators.  In fact this year’s touring team just completed another trip 
to Blackpool, England participating in the 2013 British Formation competition where 
both the Ballroom and Latin teams won first place titles in each division.  

Faculty
  Most of the ballroom dance faculty are dual-licentiate certified with the 
USISTD and have competed at the professional level, while most have also received 
master’s degrees in dance.  Because the main focus at the university is formation 
team oriented, all faculty members have also been a part of competition formation 
teams as well.  There are 10 faculty members and about 10 student teachers.  The 
student teachers instruct bronze to silver level courses while the faculty members 
teach all levels.  

Students
  In the ballroom program at BYU there are usually four thousand students 
taking classes each year.  Working with college students brings many benefits to the 
program.  Because these students are able to select core classes with elective classes, 
many of them choose a class that involves movement allowing a break from core 
“book” classes.   After taking a ballroom dance class, many of these students become 
“infected” with the “dance bug” and find themselves more and more involved in the 
competitive and performance areas.  Ballroom dancing while in college can be very 
enriching to the college experience.  While there are many opportunities for physical 
and creative activities in college, the experience of ballroom dance can open up a 
whole new world of travelling, competing and performing in front of thousands of 
people all over the world. 

BYU Competitions
  Each year the BYU Ballroom Dance division holds two NDCA recognized 
ballroom dance competitions (March and November).  Although these competitions 
are mainly geared toward amateur events, thousands of people from all over the 
United States ranging from pre-teen levels all the way to top-tier US Championship 
levels attend.  In fact, in March of each year, BYU organizes and runs the United 
States National Amateur Championships which are held at the Marriott Center 
in Provo, Utah (BYU Campus).  US titles are awarded at all amateur individual 
competitor levels and all amateur formation team levels. 

My Story
  My personal experience began back in 1992.  I had just returned from southern 
Italy serving a two year mission for the LDS Church and had just started school at 
BYU.  After I finished one of the bronze ballroom dance classes, one of my teacher’s 
assistants suggested that I compete an open event in Las Vegas.  I truly enjoyed the 
process of preparing for the competition and became “hooked” with the whole thing.  
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I was lucky that BYU had so many ballroom dance options offered.  That same year I 
auditioned for and made one of the entry level performance teams.  At my basic level 
of competition, I started to see some success and decided to keep dancing.  Within 
about two years, I found myself on the touring company and competed individually 
at the championship levels.  In 1994 my competition partner and I placed third at 
the US National Championships and that next year our formation team won the 
British formation title.  A few years later my wife and I entered the professional 
ranks winning a few rising star professional events.  I had graduated from BYU and 
was working as an operations manager at a local bank.  Although I enjoyed banking 
I somehow felt that I should continue to involve myself in the BYU ballroom 
program again.  I called Lee Wakefield (Director of the BYU Ballroom program) and 
through a series of events including going back to school and receiving a master’s 
degree in dance, I was hired on as a faculty member in the ballroom program.  I 
have been teaching at BYU since 1999, working with college, junior high and high 
school students in technical classwork and teaching private lessons.  Additionally I 
have been involved in coaching one of the entry level ballroom teams at BYU and 
coaching in the BYU Youth formation program.  

NEWS FLASH • NEWS FLASH • NEWS FLASH

Promote a Medal Test 
in Your School!

Our new brochure shows students the value 
and fun of the Medal System!

What is a Medal Test? How does it work?
How will a Medal Test help me achieve my dancing goals?

Brochures are now available through our website USISTD.org OR via email at

publications@usistd.org OR call (917) 362-3924
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Professional Exams

Myra Coffield, Lori Woods-Gay and Dan Calloway. Myra took the Associate 
International Ballroom exam at the Washington Open Dancesport competi-
tion.

 
 

Trevor Luff 
Dual Fellow International Ballroom & Latin, 

Triple Licentiate American Smooth, Rhythm & Theatre Art's. 
 

Available for preparation of professional candidates and Studio's 
for USISTD Examinations. 

 
Available for student preparation for medal testing 

 
Please Call (714) 788-8759 

Email dancepersuasion@gmail.com 
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Luciano Catelli, Maureen Nepzeu, Lori Woods-Gay and Tina Simon. Luciano 
took the Associate International Ballroom exam and Tina took the Licentiate 
International Ballroom exam.

Missy Piegaro, Neal Postelnek, and Tina Simon. Missy and Neal took the 
Associate International Ballroom exam.
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WHAT IS LATIN DANCING?
by Joe Peoria, Jr., ISTD, Peoria Dance Studio, Youngwood, PA

Originally appeared in 1982

Editor’s Note: I received a request from Joe Peoria to print his article in the Topline. Joe is a contempo-
rary of Ron Bennett, Frank Regan, Peter Billett, and many other long-time ISTD members. He studied and 
received his credentials in England. Apparently, Joe has sent articles in the past, but for some reason they 
were misplaced. Even though this article was written in 1982, the questions it poses are as relevant today 
as they were then. I am particularly interested in the notion that TV exposure killed the Hustle and may 
be killing ballroom today. His comment about teaching ballet and jazz aspects because people see it on 
televison are particularly thought provoking.

Ballroom dancing has come a long way, struggled long and hard to reach an accept-
able status in quo amongst the other art forms. Still, there is much to be improved upon 
and sometimes the art form that ballroom dancing should be, especially Latin dancing, is 
questioned by diverse opinions of teachers, adjudicators and all levels of competitors. 

Gratuitous Remarks
    Recently this was manifested when, after a dance event, the style and character 
of Latin dance was put at stake. Read what many reporters, newspaper, magazine and 
TV people, and other persons purportedly expert in other art forms had to say about the 
Latin dancing in this event. (One would think that it has been viciously attacked and 
blasted from the face of this earth) ...... "full of bizarre practices, corny flamenco, taste-
less domestication of those sensual and volatile elements that make Latin dances
appealing", "lacking class", "grimly flamboyant", "jazz choreography", "bits of this
and that", "lacked style", "out of character", etc., etc.

Extensive Criticism
    In addition to these criticisms, there were many photographs revealing our
competition couples in coarse, ungainly, inelegant, ridiculous, tasteless and obscene
positions. Published also were comments on the lady competitors' costumes which
were in the same vein of ridicule. One reporter commented in her newspaper "that
the form of Latin dancing she was witnessing in no way, shape or form resembled
anything like the Latin dances she once knew". One must agree that movements
such as Jetes, slides across the floors, jumps, splits, cartwheels, lifts, hops, drops, waving 
of arms overhead, static lines and poses, and other eccentricities, show only the acro-
batic skills of the performer concerned and not their ability to perform the fundamental 
principles and movements of Latin style dancing as it was meant to be. 

Has it All Gone Too Far?
    Have some aspects of Latin dancing gone too far? Has it lost it's true character? 
Should we fail to heed the criticisms of national press reporters, experts from other
art and sport forms, dance press reporters and the like, those who have covered com-
petitions in these United States and other countries throughout the world? Should we 
continue to allow Latin dancing to be infiltrated with foreign lines and movements – 
borrowed and stolen from modern jazz, ballet, adagio and other dance forms – and our 
adjudicators allow the new trends to be danced so poorly and completely “out of sync” 
to Latin rhythm? If so, Latin dancing could most certainly lose it's true identity.

Classical Experts Justified?
    Although the above criticisms may sound a bit harsh and unjust, never-the-less they 
come from a wide range of experts on classical art forms, sports, hobbies, professions 
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who could enhance the possibility of ballroom dance competitions to reach Olympic 
status – or knock it dead! This is a serious matter, too important to be treated lightly 
with no concern. Remember what happened to Disco? It was doing just fine when it first 
came out – people of all ages nine to ninety, were literally pounding on studio doors 
at all hours of the day and night to learn it. It was glamorous, exciting. It was together 
dancing, fun and within reach of everybody’s physical capabilities to learn and achieve. 

Disco Diminishment
    However, once it hit TV it went out of sight. Now no longer could the general pub-
lic conceive that they would ever be capable of ever learning a dance with such physical 
features as leaps, throws, slides, twirls, lifts, drops, etc. It looked terribly complicated 
and physically impossible, certainly not feasible for those age thirty and older. No longer 
could one associate this new style of Disco with the original and all too soon the calls, 
the inquiries, and the walk-ins stopped. The younger folks
were interested in the TV type of Disco and rightfully went elsewhere for lessons be-
cause the average ballroom teacher was unable, not experienced or qualified to teach
theatrical, modern jazz, balletic movements and lifts. Thus the ballroom profession
lost one of the biggest pieces of consumer business that ever came down the pike.

Over the 22 Year Hill
    Now that our Latin competitions are viewed on TV, might not the general public
take the same reaction – that being over 22 years of age is too late to learn our Latin
dance styles? – that one may as well stay at home and save his money? – or that one
should take up some other hobby or sport or join a health spa?

Can Restrictions Preserve Latin?
    Granted our Official Board has already banned the use of lifts and are presently
looking into the possibility of banning other movements and gimmicks. This
certainly has helped preserve the basic art of our Latin dances. Another ruling requires 
competitors to first dance an allotment of time using standard syllabus, which also is a 
step forward. Yes, ballroom dancing has come too long a way, struggled too long and 
hard to reach an acceptable status in quo amongst the other art forms for it to be subject 
to the various opinions as to what art form Latin dancing should be.

Who is to Blame, Teachers?
    Are teachers at fault for teaching patterns and routines designed to dispense with 
basic fundamental principles? It’s difficult for a teacher to have the public understand 
that they should strive to master the fundamental principles FIRST, as in medal tests,
when other competitors of all levels ignore this aspect of dancing and achieve good
marks in competitions. Pupils, beginners, advanced–whatever amateur status –who strive 
to improve the quality of competition dancing are faced with the same dilemma
when they enter competition against others who possibly had 70% of their training from 
other sources outside of the ballroom field.

Courage for Adjucators
    Until adjudicators have the courage to call a spade a spade when they see one in 
competition, teachers will continue to be pressured by competitors to teach them the
so-called “modern look” variations, movements, lines, shapes, etc., in order that they 
keep pace with what it takes to win competitions. 
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How About Judges?
    Without a doubt, within the judges lies the future of our Latin dancing. Here are 
our guardians of the fundamental principles of Latin dancing, our “Rule” keepers, our 
protectors and assurance that all competitors will receive a fair, honest, non-biased as-
sessment of their performance in a competition. Competition organizers employ these 
specialists for their expertise of ballroom Latin dancing and their authority to “outlaw” 
the many technical faults committed by the competitors thus guarding and upholding the 
standard and quality. One would think this should be a relatively simple procedure for 
these experts. Why then aren’t “naughty” competitors rightfully penalized? Do judges 
lack the courage to mark a certain popular competitor who has great audience applause 
low or with a “D”? Or is it because they haven’t ample time to assess accurately the 
fast routines that are loaded with figures and tricks that do not lend themselves to the 
rhythmic interpretation of Latin music that the judges are familiar with? There are many 
reasons but more importantly, we must find the solutions.

Suggestions for Improvement
    The fault doesn’t rest on any one individual but on the “out-dated” system we
are following. With the new modem trend of Latin dancing, a new format for Latin
competitions should be established. Some suggestions are:

1. new set of rules, guidelines, standards, figures, etc., approved by our Official   
Board. Latin experts that would identify a whole new format and call it “Latin
 Exhibition Competition” or the like.
2. Have two distinct separate competitions – the first as we have always had it
 (Ballroom Latin Competitions); and secondly a new exhibition type of 
 competition that could include all those shapes, movements, poses, etc., 
 borrowed, from other art forms in an unrestricted manner.
3. Train our own ballroom people to teach, coach, adjudicate this new style or   
 select experts from other dance arts – adagio, jazz, ballet, etc., who are 
 knowledgeable in these fields. Our ballroom judges are not sufficiently 
 knowledgeable to judge the new trends in Latin competitions. As of now these   
classical movements are left to be performed so poorly and in such bad taste it is   
no wonder why we receive so much ridicule and adverse comment.

Providing Encouragement
    By having two separate categories, which would clean-up our presently established 
Latin art form. It would certainly encourage more students to participate, teachers to 
teach more soundly, and adjudicators to judge more boldly. Thus writers and critics from 
outside our ballroom world would see a significant improvement in the quality of our 
Latin dancing. No longer would the report disparaging comments when asked to cover 
our Latin competitions.

Surviving Adverse Onslaught
    If there is a demand for the “new style” then let’s give it a chance to develop. We’ve 
heard our critics – long and loud and clear. We can survive these changing attacks of 
adverse onslaught. With a little common sense and all pulling together, our ballroom 
dancing can flourish into the biggest competitive scene that ever hit the dancing industry.
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Examinations Director’s Report

Amanda Ball
Fellow ISTD

Single Dance Exam:
Professional examination numbers continue to grow, 

albeit slowly. The Single Dance exams are starting to 
take off. We had our first Peabody Single Dance exam 
in May, and we have 2 more Argentine Tango and 2 
more International Viennese Waltz exams in June. They 
can be taken as upgrades to your current membership, 
or they can be taken by non-members. A separate 
page will be setup on the website for the Single Dance 
Professional, listing their dances by writing them out in 
full (Example: Argentine Tango). The names of Single 

Dance professionals will continue to be listed as long as they 
are current with respect to an Affiliate Membership, with 

yearly dues in the amount of $40 (current members will incur no increase in dues). 
They will be listed on the membership page as Affiliate Members, if their only exams 
are Single Dance. The manuals for Single Dance exams are available from our online 
store if you are interested.

If you would like more information about any of this, or to schedule an exam, or 
exam session, please contact me. I’d be very happy to walk you through the process, 
if it is new to you. Our examination system is set up to help maintain our high 
standards for teachers in the dance industry and to help promote good dancing and 
your dance business. 

I’d like to offer a special thank you to my husband, Jim, for helping keep 
the Examinations department running while I helped our daughter with our first 
grandchild in England, and to Michael Choi for keeping an eye on things while we 
both attended our other daughter’s wedding in Italy.

Consider volunteering some time to your society to help it grow. If you have a 
good idea and a plan to implement it, we’d like to give you a chance to run with it! 
Please contact one of us.
Completed Exam Sessions:
March 9th, 2013: Mary Botta hosted 5 medal tests in Silver Springs, MD. 
March 17th, 2013: Kevin Freedman hosted 26 medal tests in Hummelstown, PA.
March 30th, 2013: Sandra Fortuna hosted 2 professional exams, welcoming 1 new 
member, in Collingswood, NJ. 
April 13th-14th, 2013: Daphne Cunliffe hosted 9 professional exams, welcoming 2 
new members, in Morristown, NJ.
April 21st, 2013: Mandy Ball hosted 9 medal tests in Orlando, FL.
April 28th, 2013: Song Kim hosted 22 medal tests in LA, CA.
May 2nd, 2013: Dan Calloway hosted 1 professional exam, welcoming 1 new 
member, in Washington DC before his Washington Open Dancesport Competition.  
May 11th, 2013: Chris Thompson hosted 33 medal tests and 2 professional exams, 
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welcoming 1 new member in Vienna, VA. 
May 18th, 2013: Jean & Bill Keehan hosted 18 medal tests and 2 professional exams, 
welcoming 2 new members, in Kingston, NY.
June 8th-9th, 2013: Valentine Hodgman hosted exams in Wilmington, DE.
June 15th-16th, 2013: Deborah and Eric Gillitzer hosted exams in Madison, WI, and 
Connie Reeves hosted exams in Milwaukee, WI.
July 12th-13th, 2013: Patricia Panebianco & Stephanie Falciano hosted exams in Port 
Washington, NY.
July 20th, 2013: Sandra Fortuna hosted exams in Collingswood, NJ.
July 27th, 2013: Sherry Novak hosted exams in Rosemead, CA.    
  

Please contact the exam director at exams@usistd.org or 407-902-9995 if you 
would like to post your upcoming exam or exam training information on our website, 
or if you would like to schedule an exam during one of these exam sessions. Please 
check us out regularly at www.usistd.org and on Facebook for updated schedules. 

Please contact the exam director at exams@usistd.org or 407-902-9995 if you 
would like any more information, or with any suggestions for making your exam 
experience more rewarding.

Congratulations to...
Candidate’s Name Exam Level Type     
Teresa Krueger, NJ Associate American Ballroom     
Alexander Jacobs, VA Associate American Ballroom    
Sharon Pekkarinen, Australia Fellow American Ballroom    
Alexander Jacobs, VA Associate Peabody     
Kamil Rogowski, NJ Associate American Rhythm    
Rita Wade, NJ Associate American Rhythm     
Anna Akarman, MD Associate American Rhythm     
Joshua Belverio, NJ Licentiate American Rhythm    
Daphne Cunliffe, NJ Fellow American Rhythm     
Sharon Pekkarinen, Australia Fellow American Rhythm     
Luciano Catelli, NJ Associate International Ballroom    
Neal Postelnek, NJ Associate International Ballroom    
Missy Piegaro, NJ Associate International Ballroom    
Brian Wells, DE Associate International Ballroom    
Myra Coffield, MD Associate International Ballroom    
Richard Linden, NY Associate International Ballroom    
Tina Husinko, NY Associate International Ballroom    
Tina Simon, NJ Licentiate International Ballroom    
Joshua Brownlie, PA Licentiate International Ballroom    
Jane MacCaffrey, NJ Associate International Latin     
Mary Botta, MD Associate Theater Arts
     
Sincere apologies to Debra Roy, who should have been listed in Maine, not 
Massachusetts the last Topine! If your examination was taken close to, or after the 
Topline deadline, your success will be celebrated in the next issue.      
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A History of English Ballroom Dancing continued from the Spring Issue of Topline
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To be continued in the Fall Issue of Topline
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U.S.I.S.T.D 

Take your exam with the same Examiners that examine your teachers and judge competitions 

Receive an evaluation of your dancing based on the ISTD’s 
standards for your level, style, and age group. 

65% and above   Pass 
75% and above   Commended 
85% and above   Honors 
and Comments as time permits 

Dance with your teacher 
or your Amateur Partner 

When you train for a Medal Test, you will gain a better understanding of the root figures and a great 
foundation to build upon, whether your goals are to compete or to be a better social dancer.

Ask your teacher how medal tests can help improve your dancing 

Having a goal, such as a Medal Test, is a great way to improve your dancing.

“...We lead; the rest of the world follows” 

Amanda Ball 
USISTD Examinations Director 

7805 Albania Avenue 
Orlando, FL. 32810 

Cell: 407-902-9995 mandy@livinglinestudios.com

Or Visit our website at www.usistd.org 
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AD SPACE RATES
Size 1 time 3 times
Full Page $100 $150 Black and White
1/2 Page $75 $98 Black and White
1/4 Page $50 $75 Black and White

*** 10% Discount for Members of USISTD.

Your ads are important to us at Topline. It’s a way to have 
your name recognized throughout the organization.

USISTD is a non-profit organization and as such may not engage in “bartering” or any 
practice that may possibly convolute information to the IRS

Do You Have...
A dance competition that you run?

A dance school that offers special types of dance?
A special-services person that offers benefits to dancers?

National title holding professionals working out of your studio?

Do you want people to know 
about it nationwide?

Running an ad about what you offer to other professionals and studios 
across the United States is a great way to “get connected” by letting them 

know about what you have to offer that is special and how it can be of 
benefit to making ballroom dancing move and grow.

Advertise in the
TOPLINE today!

Contact Daphne Cunliffe, Magazine Editor - (973) 543-2802


